We propose a new deep learning network that introduces a deeper CNN channel filter and constraints as losses to reduce joint position and motion errors for 3D video human body pose estimation. Our model outperforms the previous best result from the literature based on mean per-joint position error, velocity error, and acceleration errors on the Human 3.6M benchmark corresponding to a new state-of-theart mean error reduction in all protocols and motion metrics. Mean per joint error is reduced by 1%, velocity error by 7% and acceleration by 13% compared to the best results from the literature. Our contribution increasing positional accuracy and motion smoothness in video can be integrated with future end to end networks without increasing network complexity.
Introduction
In this work, we propose a joint aware deep learning network to reduce joint position and motion errors for temporal human body pose estimation. A learned representation encodes skeleton based 3D geometry information. We demonstrate a model that achieves improved 3D human pose estimation on average and over a broad set of action wise pose estimates. In the supervised setting, our refined joint aware fully-convolutional model outperforms the previous best result from the literature based on mean per-joint position error on the Human 3.6M benchmark, corresponding to a new state-of-the-art error reduction. The same model reduces pose kinematic velocity errors and acceleration errors.
The contributions of our work are as follows:
• A deeper CNN channel depth to reduce spatial and temporal positional error in the learned network by regressing skeletal joint keypoint data.
• Joint constraints as losses to improve positional and motion error reductions without increasing network complexity.
• Generalized improvements over action wise poses on the well known Human 3.6M benchmark data-set with a single model. There is a large corpus of literature on 3D human pose estimation. We briefly describe related work relevant to our method and results.
Features [14] establishes the importance of prior data in convolutional neural networks (CNN). The networks capacity as a feature detector is controlled by the depth and breadth of the architecture. However [14] does not address temporal feature detection across image frames. [22] notes the importance of convolutional architectures in allowing precise control over temporal image frames. Dilated convolutions are introduced to model long term dependencies across the temporal receptive frame. When deciding a depth for the temporal convolutuonal neural network, [22] study found that a depth of 1024 yielded the optimal balance of over and underfitting the detection of temporal features. Their approach learns over adjacent frames to improve temporal resolution. The question remains whether spatial and temporal accuracy of 3D pose estimators can be further improved by altering the CNN architecture with prior knowledge. [19] Coarse to fine discretization can further improve accuracy. [20] [26] use a series of high-to-low resolution networks to enhance spatial precision. [4] introduces a Cascaded Pyramid Network (CPN) that includes a two stage GlobalNet and RefineNet that resolves difficult keypoints such as occluded points with a second network. Other end to end networks [32] introduce Semantic Graph Convolutional Networks [3] , and [13] multi-view geometry architectures to improve 3D pose detection. These methods improve spatial pose estimation and enable extraction of robust 2D skeletons, however they do not address temporal accuracy explicitly.
Spatial Poses
Temporal Poses Recent work [12] predicts the 3D mesh of the human body, hallucinating past and future 3D dynamics from a single image to estimate 3D poses. [22] uses spatial refinement of a cascading pyramid network [4] with the precise control over a temporal receptive field of dilated convolutions. [22] notes dilated convolutions [7] success in a number of temporal domains [31] [33] [11] by preserving long term dependencies and maintaining efficiency. In recent work, [22] , [5] use joint angles, body symmetry, bone lengths and ratios constraints as losses. A promising joint angle representation [21] with quaternions and forward kinematics generates qualitatively realistic body motion. Prior aware approaches shows promising results, and we endevour to further this by simplifying the required constraints to ensure generalization across position and temporal action wise poses.
Ours Our work aims to improve spatial pose detection, temporal accuracy, and action pose generalization in a single temporal convolutional model. We add joint aware priors and update the filter depth [14] as contributions that enhance spatial [4] and temporal based pose estimation [22] . We build upon [22] by updating depth filters and joint aware prior constraints as losses. This new architecture learns a refined positional and temporal model resulting in improved error generalization. Since our method demonstrates contributions that build upon, but are loosely coupled to previous convolutional architectures [22] , these contributions can transfer to future convolutional architectures.
Architecture
Our architecture builds upon the convolutional architecture introduced in [22] . Our contribution updates the channel number in this network from the baseline architecture of 1024. Recall from [14] the depth of filter can significantly impact the feature recognition capacity of the network. Emperically we find that a channel depth of 2048 combined with the introduced loss functions yields optimal reduction in mean squared error in eq. ( 1 ) between predicted n p values and ground truth targetn t values. Once the 2D to 3D network identifies joint keypoints, a 3D skeleton is reconstructed 1 and the following joint constraints as losses are applied. Positional constraints include joint angles between limbs, symmetry of limbs derived from joints on the left and right sides of the skeleton, and fixed distances between particular joints such as the distance between hip and knee joints on each side of the skeleton. The best performing emperically tested kinematic constraints are added to the position constraints including joint linear velocities, accelerations, and joint angular accelerations. 
Experiment
Our network is trained on the Human 3.6M dataset [8] . The dataset consists of 3.6 million 3D human poses and corressponding images. 11 human subjects perform 15 actions. Motion capture equipment is used to record 2D joint locations, 3D ground truth data, and 4 syncronized cameras capture video at 50 Hz (50 frames per second). [22] results, we continue to adopt a 17-joint skeleton, train on the same five subjects (S1, S5, S6, S7, S8) and test on two subjects (S9 and S11).
The standard Human 3.6M test protocols are evaluated as follows. Protocol 1 is the mean per-joint position error (MPJPE) in millimeters calculated as the Euclidean distance between predicted joint positions and ground-truth joint positions and follows [16] [24] . Protocol 3 is the error after aligning predicted poses with the ground-truth in scale only (N-MPJPE). [22] introduced temporally based motion metrics for velocity (MPJVE) which is the first derivative of the MPJPE 3D pose error.
We report our training results for the same outlined metrics using a codebase that reflects our new archcitecture. We also introduce the second derivative of the MPJPE error as the joint acceleration error (MPJAE). We train a single model for all actions for 85 epochs. In order to compare our results with the baseline architecture in [22] no fine tuning is performed. Hyperparamaters values are carried over from [22] with the expection of a deeper channel from 1024 in [22] to 2048 in ours as outlined in Table 3 .
In order to validate our architecture changes against the baseline [22] we first downloaded their publicly available code base and reproduced their training results. We updated the architecture from 1024 channel depth to 2048, and instrumented the joint constraints as losses, trained the new network against the same dataset and compared our results. The testbed is outlined in Table 2 , where each epoch takes approximately 1 hour to train. 
Results
Results for our model trained on the Human3.6M dataset are as follows:
Baseline training results for channel size 2048 do not significantly differ with results reported in [22] . Training results for our joint aware model with a channel size of 2048 show a significant error reduction during training over the baseline. This indicates that updating the channel size to 2048 with the addition of our loss functions to the baseline architecture improves our test validation error rates. Test time results in Figure 7, Figure 8 , Figure 5 show our model outperforms all previous approaches in reducing mean per joint error for all three protocols. It also shows broad error reduction on a per action basis. This indicates good generalization of the model across broad sets of actions. Test time results in Figure 9 and Figure 10 show our average motion error reduction outperforms motion error rates from the reconstrcuted codebase of [22] by 7% for MPJVE and 13% for MPJAE.
Conclusion
We introduced a joint aware fully convolutional model for 3D human pose estimation in video. An architecture with joint constraints as losses demonstrates improved mean results over actions on the Human3.6M dataset for all protocols and motion metrics resulting in new state-of-art-results. Our contribution to increase positional accuracy and motion smoothness in video can be integrated with future end to end networks without increasing network complexity.
